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                                      Where are the weeks going?                        

Hello to you all and happy Friday! I wish you a lovely relaxing weekend full of smiles 

and great family times.  

This week in school we have been so busy that it felt like we did 6 days instead of 4! In English, the children wrote 

diary entries from the point of view of a little girl who had moved to the Amazon rainforest. They did so well and 

really put themselves into the characters shoes. In maths this week we have focused on fractions and learnt some 

completely new skills like changing mixed numbers to improper fractions. In Spanish we continued to learn the 

pronunciation for the months of the year. We also began working on our Egyptian topic and learnt how to sketch 

hieroglyphics. We then wrote secret codes to our friends for them to work out.  

This week’s workers of the week are Eva Kavanagh and Ollie Seddon! Eva has shown great improvement in her 

maths! She is also such an enthusiastic and positive little girl who brightens up our classroom every day! Ollie also 

received it for amazing maths work! He has retained and mastered so many maths methods this year and I am just so 

proud of him!  

 

 

 

Well done my shinning stars! Miss Jones is proud of you every day! 

Next week in school we will continue with our Egyptian topic. We are also delivering a writing parental workshop 

which will help you whilst supporting your children in English. This should be on the website on Thursday.  

We also have DT club again on Thursday and the children will continue to make their Victorian hobby horse. You are 

going to love these! The children are working so hard on them.  

Homework: Spellings and mental maths will be given out Monday along with a piece of English homework for the 

children to complete. I did not give out homework this week due to the shorter week and having not completed the 

spelling test. 

I hope you all have a brilliant weekend with your families. I will see you all again next week for some more fun and 

adventures in J3! 

Lots of love to you all from Miss Jones x 


